
 

 

 

 
 

Joker + 1 

Joker + 1 

Joker + 1 

Joker stats will have an influence on 

certain events in the next Episode 

Joker stats will have an influence on 

certain events in the next Episode 

Joker stats will have an influence on 

certain events in the next Episode 

Spy on Audrey with a low risk of being caught 

Failing will impact future event 

Low Risk = 25% chance of failure 
Medium Risk = 50% chance of failure 
High Risk = 75% chance of failure 
Each try is random, you can save 
before the choice and keep loading 
until you get a different result 
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Sex scene and impacts future events 

Will have effects in the next Episode 

Spies on Mary, no other effects 

Each choice will have a certain 

impact in future events 
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Lizzie + 1 



 

 

 

 
 
 

One of these selections will impact a future scene 

Joker + 1 

Joker + 1 

Leads to massage scene set 

Leads to outfit scene set 



 

 

 

 
 

Scene from the massage 

scene set. The outfit set 

has a similar one with a 

similar choice. 

Low Risk = 25% chance of failure 
Medium Risk = 50% chance of failure 
High Risk = 75% chance of failure 
Each try is random, you can save 
before the choice and keep loading 
until you get a different result 
 

Leads to Lizzie sex scene 
Impacts future events Lizzie + 1 

Leads to anal scene set 

Choice shows only when exploring anal 

Choice shows only if you slept 
with Lizzie in the first episode. 
If you have Lizzie + 2 (One from 
above and one from Episode 1) 

Leads to normal sex scene 

Dirty anal scene Lizzie + 1 



 

 

 

 
 
 

Leads to sex scene 

If you pushed for anal sex with Lizzie, you 
cannot perform this time with Lady Gina. 
Check Episode 2 walkthrough, final image. 

Only shows up if you asked to 
kiss Mary at the lake, check 
Episode 1 walkthrough Image 6. 

Mary kiss + 1 Influences future 
dialogue and scenes 

Mary + 1 



 

 

 

 

 
 

Only shows up if you kiss Mary 

Chance to lead to blowjob scene 

Low chance = 25% chance of success 
Medium chance = 50% chance of 
success 
High chance = 75% chance of success 
Each try is random, you can save 
before the choice and keep loading 
until you get a different result (save 
two lines of dialogue before) 
 

Leads to sex scene Lizzie + 1 

Choice only shows up if Lizzie = 4 

Character decision  

There is a chance that Audrey will 
decide on one of the following: 

- Pose for photos (33%) 
- Painting model (33%) 
- Sparring partner (33%) 



 

 

 

Scene set shows up only if Audrey 
picks “Pose for photos” 

Scene set shows up only if Audrey 
picks “Painting model” 

Scene set shows up only if Audrey 
picks “Sparring Partner” 



 

 

 

 
 

Audrey + 1 
Impacts future Audrey 

relationship and scenes 

Leads to image below and other scenes 

Only shows up if you return with Lizzie and Mary 

Leads to sex scene later 

Mary + 1 

Leads to image below 

“Go with Audrey” is required 
for Audrey relationship 



 

 

 

Lola +1 and steamy scene 

“Follow her in the bathroom” 

required for Lola relationship 

Lizzie + 1 

Short anal scene only shows up if Lizzie = 
4 (the above Lizzie +1 adds up at the end 
of the scene so it doesn’t count here) 



 

 

 

 
 
 

This option only appears once 
Starts a side story with kink, roleplay, 
brutal, hardcore and so on. During this 
side story you will not be able to make 
any decisions. You can still make 
decisions in the main story. 

Blood + 1 

You do not start the side story. 

Scene set of Audrey masturbating 
only shows up if you did NOT 
have sex with her at the river. 

Risk free choice 

Only shows up if you have Blood + 1  

The event is out of your control  



 

 

 

 

The event is out of your control  

Only shows up if you have Blood + 1  

Choice shows up if you have at 
least Mary + 1 . See Ep 3 and 4 
walkthrough for more info. 

Adult scene with Mary  Mary + 1  

Refuse her  

An option to spy on Mary 
shows up only if you do 
not get the option above. 

Risk free if you decide to 
spy on her. 

Lemon + 1 

Leads to further Lemon scenes 
in Episode 6 

Push her away 

Choice only shows up once. If 
you decide to push her away 
you will not get another chance. 



 

 

 

 

Lola +1 Leads to future events 

Impossible to start a relationship after 

Low chance = 25% chance of success 
Medium chance = 50% chance of 
success 
High chance = 75% chance of success 
Each try is random, you can save before 
the choice (few text lines) and keep 
loading until you get a different result 
(save two lines of dialogue before) 
 

One of two dreams, you can see this 

dream if you have taken blood from 

the Mistress and have Lemon +1 

(see previous episode walkthrough) 

Different dream shows up if you 

only have Lemon +1 but not blood. 

Event only shows up if you have 

Lemon +1 



 

 

 

Only shows up if Audrey = 1 

Audrey + 1 

Blood +1 
Final choice, from now on you will 

always take the blood if offered. 

Only shows up if Blood = 1 

Only shows up if Blood = 2 



 

 

 

 
 

Short kinky thoughts, shows up if Blood = 2 

Shows up if Lemon = 1, see Episode 5 walkthrough 

Shows up if Blood = 2 , you 

have no choice in the matter 

Shows up if Lemon = 1 

Leads to Lemon relationship 



 

 

 

 

Shows up if Audrey = 2 

Scene set shows up if : 
Audrey < 2 (less than 2) 
Blood = 2 

Choices show only if the 
above conditions are 
met. 

Shows up only if Audrey = 2 



 

 

 

 

Leads to sex scene 

Dirtier scene shows up only if 

you have Blood = 2 and you 

chose previous option 1 

Only shows up if you previously 

slept with Mary 

Depending on your relationship to 

Lola different answers are given 



 

 

Sex scene only shows up if Blood = 2 

Only shows up if you are in a 

relationship with Lola. Small 

scenes such as this one pop up 

throughout the Episode if you 

have certain “stats” such as 

Blood or relationships with the 

girls. 



 

 

 

 
 

Choice only shows up if you already slept with Lola 

and are in a relationship with her. 

Choice only shows up if you are 

in a relationship with Audrey. 

Leads to sex scene 

Scene only shows up if you 

have Lizzie = 3 or more. 

Check previous walkthroughs to 

see how to obtain the points. 

Lizzie + 1 

Scene only shows up if you 

previously slept with Audrey. 

Selected “go to her” in image 

2 on this walkthrough. 



 

 

Choice only shows up if you 

have Lizzie = 5. 

Check previous walkthroughs to 

see how to obtain the points. 

Scene only shows up if you 

are in a relationship with Lola. 
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